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Among the many effects brou ght about by the stock
market cra sh of October, 1929, was the tempora ry
eclipse cast over the mergers that were pending at the
time. It is unfortu na te that this eclipse also tended to
stifle thought and discussion concerning the fundamentals underlying the merger movement. So many
mergers had been put together du ring the bull market
solely because it was easy to sell their securities to the
public that the real fundamentals which a re supposed
to underlie mergers, had, in many instances been temporarily forgotten.
W e believe that it is particularly fitting at this time,
when the pace of business has slowed down somewhat,
to exa mine these fundamentals and place before our
members the thou ghts on this question from a man
who has had wide experience in this field. Mr. Arthu r
Anderson is a Cha rter Member of the N.A.C.A., and
is the head of one of the well known public accounting firms in this country. H e is a native of the Sta te
of Illinois and has long been a resident in the Chicago
area. H e received his Bachelor of Business Administration Degree from the Northwestern University
School of Commerce, and was for a number of yea rs
a member of the faculty of that institution, serving
as the head of its Accou nting Depa rtment for some
time. H e was one of the authors of the text material
used in that University and his writings have appeared
frequ ently in various journals of an accounting and
business na tu re over the past few yea rs. H e is a
C.P.A., of the Sta te of Illinois, and a member of a
number of professional and business associations. His
paper was delivered before the Ka nsa s City Chapter
by one of his associates, Mr. W . Penn Lukens.
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T H E PO SSIBILITIES A N D T H E D A N G E R S
IN H E R EN T I N M E R G E R S , C O N S O L I D A TI O N S
A N D ACQ UISITIONS
the past few years increasing attention has been given to the
IN matter
of mergers, consolidations and acquisitions, not because
such combinations are any new thing in business, but because circumstances have made them more feasible and more readily accomplished. The general attitude toward mergers has been so favorable that it is often assumed that any merger is desirable and
advantageous, just because it results in larger operating and distributing units. Such an assumption is dangerous. In any proposed consolidation there are factors both favorable and unfavorable, and no analysis on the basis of general theory alone will
answer the question of whether probable advantage outweighs
possible disadvantage.
When any consolidation is proposed, it is customary to prepare
fairly complete statements of results of operations and financial
position of the constituent companies and to set up pro forma combined statements, picturing the results which have been attained
in operations and which will obtain in the way of assets, liabilities
and capital structure. Important as such a picture is, it cannot
be accepted unquestionably as an indication of what will take place
when the actual new business unit is functioning as a single entity.
The factors of management, markets, methods and men all will
have changed and the history of the future will not be directly
comparable with the history of the past.
The belief that mergers are inevitably beneficial is perhaps the
result of many obvious examples but also may be due to the psychology of this country in admiring anything huge. Yet a large
organization has much the same susceptibility to defective operation as has the small business, and in addition has potential weaknesses peculiarly its own. Of course it has strengths just as much
its own, which may offset some weakness but which do not eliminate the chance of weakness. In fact, pursuance of a merger
policy may in itself be a great weakness unless the greatest care
and intelligence are used, in that there is temptation toward too
rapid a rate of expansion. Properties may be added one after
another too quickly to allow for proper control and coordination,
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resulting in an industrial indigestion which is highly uncomfortable and may possibly be fatal. A study of the history of some
of our post -war mergers will illustrate this point.
When several different businesses are merged, a major operation
is performed. If it is well performed, the intent and result is
attained of eliminating all of the various individual weaknesses
and retaining all of the numerous individual strengths, plus the
added advantages possible only because of increased size. It is
rare for this perfect result to be secured, for many recent mergers
have been based on financial considerations rather than on careful
economic and industrial analyses, and even at best there are human
faults and human errors to deal with, which modify theory and
lead to practical compromises of action. Nevertheless, the period
of consolidations which has just been experienced has a tremendous value, not only by reason of the impetus given to this
trend, but also because the results attained will serve as examples
for further study, analysis, and test.
It has been stated that there are certain basic advantages inherent in mergers and consolidations. The first thought naturally is
that of the "mass" principle of operation. Sheer size is, of course,
possible through growth from within, as• is demonstrated by the
Ford Motor Company, by Sears, Roebuck & Company, by many
of the larger banks, and numerous other manufacturing and merchandising institutions. It is more easily and rapidly attained,
however, by consolidation, and this principle has been fairly actively applied over the past fifty years. The idea of mass operation usually applies to the savings possible through large volume
purchasing and large volume production. The latter implies the
spreading of fixed charges in factory and administrative expense
over a greater number of units of product; and it is the reason
for the economies possible in volume purchasing, since it in turn
passes back mass production to the vendor. It also usually passes
back a further element of assured demand, which can result in
savings through uniformity of operation during the year and
through elimination of selling expense. As a matter of fact, it
may be doubted whether the "mass production" advantage is an
outstanding factor in these huge consolidations due to the tendency
to diminishing return. That is, limitations of size of the manufacturing plant forced by limitations of supervisory control, labor
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supply, and other factors give the huge corporation little advantage over the merely large business. There may be some advantages in mass purchasing, however, though geographical separation
of operating units limits this to some extent.
Mergers are consummated usually for some one primary purpose, as in the case of "vertical' integrations which look toward
control of raw material and "horizontal' integrations, which as
a rule are aimed at improvement in either distribution or production. The `vertical' type of structure in its highest development would aim at ownership and operation of basic raw materials,
perhaps in the form of coal and ore supplies, or cocoanut groves.
or linseed mills, oil wells, timber tracts, etc. It might regulate
perhaps the movement of such materials over its own railroads
or steamship lines. It might operate processing or refining plants,
blast or open -hearth furnaces, sawmills, flour mills, and so on.
The purpose of such control is usually two -fold, first, to insure
continuity of supply without the possibility of exorbitant costs
and second, uniformity of quality of raw materials used. As a
corporation becomes large it occupies an advantageous position
as a purchaser of material, although as it becomes still larger it
may be at some disadvantage since its proportionate use of raw
material is so great and since its need of uniformity of operation
renders it vulnerable to any interference with its material supply.
If the large corporation controls its raw material operations, it
may institute economies not possible to any one of the number of
material suppliers, applying a merger advantage to a preliminary
stage of its processing and hence further reducing the ultimate
product cost.
The true "vertical' merger of course goes beyond the point of
control over raw materials and intermediate and final processing,
for it also aims at control over the final distribution of product.
Perhaps the best illustrations of this form of consolidation are
the well -known ones of Standard Oil, U. S. Steel, and Ford.
Other types of organization effected through mergers are the
"horizontal" and the "circular" consolidation. The former involves the grouping together of various businesses making practically the same product, and was the original form of General
Motors. The latter is the grouping of businesses making allied
or supplementary products, usually having the same distribution
1221
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outlets, and well illustrated by the General Foods and Standard
Brands consolidations. The present General Motors' policy which
results in products such as "Frigidaire" and radios, and an interest
in aircraft, also follows this "circular" principle.
One operating advantage which is confined largely to consolidations is that of having one plant devoted entirely to one product.
In the ordinary business, manufacturing complexity, and therefore
inefficiency, is introduced by the production of several distinct
products in one plant or by producing a wide variety of sizes,
styles, and moles of a given product which is occasioned by the
desire for diversification or the necessity for variety. Where a
number of businesses in the same industry are merged, it is often
possible to rearrange operations so that one product comes from
one plant, another product from a separate plant, and so on. It
may even be possible, where there is only a basically single product
to segregate either sizes, styles, or models by plants, or to segregate operations by plants. For example, where each plant would
have the departments of stamping, machine shop and assembly
a combination of plants not too widely separated might permit one
plant to be devoted entirely to sheet metal work, another to machine
operations and products, and another to final assembly and shipping.
It is obvious that the large corporation has a positive advantage
in its ability to support research and development work on a much
broader scale than can be afforded by the small concern, a familiar
example being the "Proving Grounds" of General Motors. Not
only can more money be allowed for these purposes but the actual
scope and trend of research can be such as to lead to revolutionary
developments. The apparently theoretical science and almost detached experimental attitude of such men as Langmuir, Coolidge,
even Steinmetz and Jewett would not be possible in a small situation where the demand would be for immediate, provable results.
It is not entirely a matter of permissible expense but also one of
permissible time. The small business does not have a long life
expectancy while the big corporation believes in, expects, and practically works toward the achievement of a long continued existence.
Moreover, it is often possible in the large business to make practical
tests impossible to a small one. For example, the General Electric
Company could afford to have a considerable number of electrical
refrigerators in the hands of the public for three or four years
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as a field test before it began actively and commercially to produce
and sell them. The A. & P. stores can try out new merchandise
or merchandising ideas or arrangements in several units over a
period of months or years, keeping test records of results, with
no disturbance of general plans, where the small business might
not even survive such a test of new methods.
A further reason for consolidation lies in the elements of patent
and process control. In general, this is not the primary or sole
reason, but may be a contributing influence where other advantages
exist, though there are some consolidations, such as the Radio
Corporation of America, where this constitutes the main purpose.
A patent has been defined as a license to litigation and its usual
strength lies in the unwillingness of any other company to invite
the exercise of this license. In most cases, compromises are
effected where there is actual contention or patent interference,
such compromise being in the form of cross licensing, patent
pooling, royalty agreements, etc. In some few cases, acquisition
of the infringing business has been brought about either after
adjudication of a license suit or during the process of the suit.
Aside from patent situations as a basis for merger, a strong patent
position may make a business very desirable of acquisition by some
other company from the viewpoint of product diversification. The
same condition applies to a business having a well guarded or a
well developed manufacturing process. In any merger proposal,
it is essential that the facts regarding patents be clearly known
for there are occasional situations in which this will have a bearing
on acquisition price or on economic desirability.
It may be said that all of the preceding advantages have a bearing on manufacturing or production. Another distinct field for
consideration is that involving sales. To this apply the factors
affecting prices, selling expense, distribution methods and facilities, and exploitation of trade name. Since the most trying of
present industrial problems lie in the field of distribution, it can
be assumed that many of the present day consolidations are promoted with a view to the corrections and advantages possible
through the merging of businesses in the same competitive line.
In a recent article by Mr. Harry A. Toulmin *, the following
• "Merger Makers Must Meet These Tests " — Forbes, February, 1930.
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comment is made on price trends in merger situations: "In t he
sixty lines of manufacturing examined, twenty -six were those
including mergers and twenty -one were without mergers. In the
merger group, prices rose from ig per cent to 28.8 per cent as
against i io.6 per cent during the same period for the non - merger
group. Where limited mergers were present in a third group,
average prices rose 70.7 per cent for the same period ".
Analyses of the figures of many of the large corporations reveal
that there is decided evidence of a trend toward a lower ratio of
profit to sales —in other words, lower prices have passed on to
the public the financial benefits of consolidation and even more.
Whether this is deliberately an attempt to induce greater economic
consumption by reason of lower prices and broader market, or
whether it is the result of more closely determined costs and more
carefully calculated fair return on capital invested, or only the
result of competition between giants, is a matter of speculation.
Certain theories may be developed, such as assuming that the
larger businesses must have good records and information, therefore are likely to be well posted as to costs, and that hence the
whole trend of business is toward a smoothing out of price irregularities, toward more uniform percentages of profit, and toward
price lowering rather than price cutting.
One effect of consolidations on prices normally is that the creation of a huge and fairly dominant company in an industry, operating with certain definite economies and having a fair knowledge
of costs, tends to stabilize the industry practices, to eliminate the
weaker concerns, to prevent extremes of prices, and to minimize
destructive price cutting.
Perhaps the one result of merging several companies which is
given the most attention and which is the main factor in promoting consolidations, is that of reduction in selling expense. The
general theory is that the administrative sales office can supervise
the sales effort of a greater number of men and can spread a fixed
expense over a greater volume of sales. A secondary theory is
that one salesman can handle several related sales products with
very little more effort and time than he can handle one, provided
the sales outlets are identical. A third point is the elimination of
duplicate — perhaps triplicate or quadruplicate —sales personnel in
identical territories. Naturally, these theories do not work out
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one hundred per cent, but they are basically sound enough to show
a benefit in most instances. It should be calculated normally, however, that the immediate effect of consolidation from such a sales
viewpoint is a decline in the sum total of sales of the businesses
joined. This is due to the cross - transfer of customer grievances,
to some disinclination on the buyers' part to be solely dependent
upon one source of supply, perhaps to less intensive sales effort,
and similar factors.
The condition may be encountered by the combined management
that the unsatisfactory reaction of salesmen prevents full realization of theoretical advantage. For example, a salesman on commission may have been earning $6,000- $7,000 annually. Given
a more complete line of products and with some competition eliminated, he might, on the same commission basis, be able to make
$ 1 2 , 0 0 0 - $ 1 5 ,000. Yet often the effect is that he slows down in
sales effort, decreases his time on the road and is content to sell
only enough goods to earn $7,000- $8,000. The remedy of decreased
commission rate is dangerous, and the remedy of decreased territory removes much of the sales benefit sought. The point to be
observed is that it is unwise to calculate too optimistically the
possible advantages which appear inherent.
The elements of reduced selling price and reduced selling expense are involved in another objective of large enterprises, that
of control over distribution. In the past the jobber or independent
agent had a real place in our economic structure and the question
of his status is still sufficiently unsettled to be the subject of open
discussion. In the past, few manufacturers were able to afford
the attendant expense of selling either to the retailer or ultimate
consumer. The details of seeking a thinly scattered market, of
handling a multitude of small transactions, of carrying large stocks
and of giving adequate immediate service over large territories
could only be economically cared for by the grouping of numerous
items which went to the same ultimate sales points. This distribution function will always remain, but the change lies in the placing
of this function. Development of chain stores has resulted in a
concentration of multitudes of small purchases into fewer groups
and larger purchases so that the chain system central purchasing
department and warehouses supply the jobbing function. Logically then, the chain system insists on buying directly from the
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manufacturer. On the other hand the consolidation of manufacturers often is aimed at creating a wide diversity of product and
great volume of sales and the corporation, through branch offices
and branch warehouses, is fully justified in claiming the jobbing
function. Here, therefore, is a conflict of consolidations and of
basic policies. Both are actuated by the same motive of economy
of total operation but the manufacturer has the additional motive
of securing control over selling effort. If he is content to let the
chain merchandiser assume the jobbing function, he may soon find
himself in a badly dependent condition. Considerable percentages
of his output will go to a few principal customers; prices may be
dictated by the chain; even the quality, type, design, and nature of
his product may be specified by the outside selling organization.
Partly from the viewpoint of assuming this distribution function, but also for reasons of quick service, accessibility of material,
flexibility of labor market, etc., some consolidations are guided
by the acquisition of geographically diverse businesses. Factories
in the east, middle west, and west coast are coming to be expected
of a concern doing a national business, and plants in Europe,
Africa, and China are not unusual to international organizations.
This imposes difficulties in administration, but these may be far
offset by advantages in distribution and service.
The element of diversification of product through consolidation
has been mentioned in reference to the distribution problem. This
sometimes works out in the sense of producing a broader line of
a given product— increased number of sizes, styles, models, or qualities—or in several products which are allied from the viewpoint
of sales outlet. Thus the General Foods Corporation and Standard Brands produce a varied line of food products all of which
are sold to the retail grocery stores, delicatessens, and food shops.
General Motors and Chrysler have a wide variety of what is basically one product. Then there are companies having a list of products which are associated either because use is made of the same
basic raw material or because manufacturing processes are similar.
This factor explains why General Motors can make "Frigidaire"
and radio sets and why Glidden produces paint, type metal, battery
plates, and margarin.
There is a merchandising advantage, related to the matter of
diversification of product, in the acquirement of a minor company
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by one with a well - established trade name. Then the lesser known
product may be sold under the well -known brand, profiting from
its prestige, perhaps to secure a higher selling price or else a
greater volume of sales. The only requirement is that similar
quality be maintained in the newly acquired product to that of the
old.
In addition to the selling and manufacturing advantages, it is
probable that the greatest reason for diversification is broadly
financial. As corporations become financially large with high public participation in capital, the elements of continuity of earnings
and security enter in more strongly. If operations are confined
to only one industry, it is possible and even probable that earnings
will show considerable variation between years. If two or more
distinct industries are served, these cyclic fluctuations tend to be
minimized and the business is more nearly subject to broad economic and industrial influences.
Financially, also, the point must be considered that as the result
of size comes considerable ability to secure capital for further
expansion. Size permits listing on the stock exchanges, creating
a more or less permanent market for securities as warranted by
increased earnings or as necessary for further acquisitions.
Certain other advantages inherently possible as the result of
consolidations are more general in nature and are fairly well recognized. The first is, of course, the reduction in administrative
overheads; salaries of officials (while actually greater) are spread
over such an increased sales volume that their ratio as an expense
item is considerably reduced; the functions of purchasing, accounting, traffic, credit, etc., may be combined for the several entities
and their cost ratio for personnel thereby reduced; and office space
and similar expenditures may be reduced. The second point is
the general improvement in management which may be secured
through the higher quality of personnel. A process of retaining
the best abilities of various units in important administrative positions or of seeking outside for more capable executives permits an
increased effectiveness of all functions not possible to a smaller
organization. A third general advantage is more intangible but
may be equally important and that is the improvement in goodwill. It may be created in part by the larger advertising and sales
programs which are possible, by reduced prices which result from
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passing on a portion of savings to the public and by a definite,
businesslike policy of giving service.
Mergers are profitable if they invest in public service. Public
confidence and goodwill are essential and this fact is generally
recognized by most of our larger corporations at the present time.
The old fear and suspicion of the public for huge enterprise was
based primarily on the distrust of monopoly, and the memory of
"trust busting" days is still recent enough to give pause to any
adoption of policies which would tend to arouse any thought of
the old practices which were once prevalent.
Considering only the foregoing factors, it would seem that
consolidation is a natural cure for most business ills. The trouble,
of course, is that consolidation merely creates the possibility of
improved conditions and that management must formulate the
policies and execute the moves to take advantage of these possibilities.
Blocking or hindering the achievement of desired ends is the
ever existent human error and human weakness. As a result,
consolidation may give rise to positive disadvantages. The most
common of these is the obverse of one of the most generally
recognized advantages —that after consolidation, general overhead
may be created which is added to the unmodified overheads of
all of the former individual businesses, handicapping the combined
structure with an unanticipated expense burden. This may be
brought about in several ways. Thus, perhaps, none of the administrative personnel is dropped and many salaries are raised because
the feeling is general that the larger business should bear larger
remunerations. Because of some desire for centralized control,
additional records, accounts and systems are introduced. The
whole thought is toward being a big business rather than an economical business. Often it takes one or two full years of operations staggering under excessive expense before sound viewpoints
are restored. In similar fashion there is often the desire to set
up very elaborate and expensive central sales and administrative
offices. One instance is recalled of a force of
draftsmen
working in office space which was rented at a cost of $3.00 per
square foot per year, these men for the most part having been
brought in from plant offices where the square foot cost approximated $0.40 per year. The establishing of central offices in some
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city such as New York or Chicago as against former plant offices
in Peoria, Kalamazoo, Utica., or Springfield means increased rates
of pay for everyone from comptroller to office boy, and the expense
difference must be closely weighed against the economies of centralized work and the advantages of accessible and respect- commanding location.
A much less obvious danger, but one no less powerful, is that
in the process of organization revision there may be an almost
complete loss of the individual initiative which has been responsible for the success of the predecessor companies. Naturally,
this may come about through the actual fact of consolidation when
former owners sell out completely to the new corporation and retire from business, but it is also possible when most of the former
personnel is retained. If the old managements remain, but do
not hold stock in the corporation, management interest is lost.
The remedy of creating profit- sharing contracts is feasible but
dangerous. They may drain the expected earnings of th e n ew
business or they may be set too low in view of the general financial
results attained.
Moreover, even if all financial interests are properly cared for,
an attempt to centralize the management and control may remove
from the operating units the elements of close personal supervision
that have been the custom for years. With the various principal
executives grouped in offices remote from the plants, various plant
inefficiencies may develop, operating difficulties arise, and employment discontent occur which proceed unchecked.
The same conditions of single control instead of former multiple
controls and the consequent enforced contact of men previously
more used to working alone leads to almost unpredictable results.
There is very often an almost political jockeying for power. The
qualities of strength and dominance in some one man which may
have brought about the merger and which may have seemed admirable during the process of merging may be interpreted as arrogance, stubbornness, or selfishness after the deal is completed.
Where the organization may have been pre - planned to control
adequately the various factors of management, dissatisfaction may
lead to withdrawals which wreck the proposed plan. There may
be disruption due to clashes of personal temperament or there
may be trouble due to the desire of each former executive to regard
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his unit as the most important with the best personnel and the
most effective policies and systems. The desire to elevate former
employees to higher positions often causes as much trouble as any
desire for personal prestige.
Even where there are few elements of discord, the human factor
may be operative to cause trouble. That is, the new company is
larger than any former single unit; its problems are greater and
its policies are different. Perhaps no one in the predecessor companies is adequately equipped in experience and viewpoint to be
fully capable in his new duties. It has often been said that the
most critical point in a company's history is when it is too big
for a small business and too small for a big business. But at
least the management is given a period of time to grow in experience to meet the complexities of a growing business. Under the
method of consolidation, there is no time, experience, or preparation given for individual growth. The executive of a small business one day is part of a national organization the next, and this
is true of all who have any general administrative function.
Not only must the business contend with inexperience of personnel, but as has been indicated, with the sudden inflations of
personal importance. Too often men do not apply fully their
given abilities to a new situation, partly because individual equity
is diluted, partly because individual responsibility is narrowed in
scope, but partly because they feel too important to work hard.
Another limiting factor of human initiative sometimes applies
where the former executives have made considerable money in
the market through enhancement of stock values by reason of the
merger. To many it may have been a new experience in the field
of easy money. Their attention becomes diverted from the operations of producing and selling goods to the operation of buying,
selling, and manipulating stock. Eventually the business suffers
from lack of attention and, of course, stock profits pass out of
the range of manipulation.
It is evident that some few of these potential personnel weaknesses are inherent only in consolidations, but the majority are possible also where large size is attained independently of consolidations. In other words, very often huge size in a corporation leads
to personnel weaknesses. This is contrary to the vague general
belief that mere size is a guarantee of strength. In a naturally
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growing organization it is well now and then to take inventory
of the personnel situation in relation to the increased scope and
responsibilities of the various executive and administrative heads,
and perhaps to make shifts in organization plan and replacements
or additions of personnel in line with the growing needs of the
business.
In cases where largely increased size will result from mergers
or acquisition, it is vital that the questions of personnel fitness,
adaptability, temperament, etc., be given the most careful scrutiny.
In fact, it might well be the rule that no final merger steps be taken
until an analysis of personnel and organization, present and proposed, has been made and the results either approved as satisfactory or else completely sound revisions developed to take care of
the potential weaknesses revealed thereby.
All of this may sound pessimistic, but fortunately all of the
potential dangers rarely occur in any one given situation and most
of them are correctible if recognized. Usually, too, elements of
outside viewpoint and outside control have been introduced in conjunction with the financing of the consolidation which are reasonably alert for evidence of personnel and organization weaknesses.
The point which may be noted is that the potential advantages inherent in consolidations are mainly in different fields from the
possible disadvantages and that neither tend to modify or affect
the other. An economically sound consolidation may be thoroughly wrecked by weaknesses of personnel and it is not sufficient
to consider only the plus or only the minus side of the question
when any merger is contemplated. Nor is a careful pre- survey
alone sufficient in safeguarding against disaster since either unsuspected strengths or weaknesses may come to light after consummation of the deal.
The factors of advantage and disadvantage which have been
pointed out perhaps may seem theoretical in nature, yet practically all have been observed in operation in one situation or another. Whether any given proposal is advantageous may be fairly
well determined if time is allowed for a careful analysis of the
situation. Each company involved may be studied as to individual
characteristics, the industry factors may be determined and a
fair picture may be drawn of the probable results to be secured
by the process of consolidation. Inherent advantages are seldom
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obscure and many of the possible weaknesses may be anticipated
and guarded against.
Some much broader viewpoints must be taken, however, in considering the general feasibility of mergers or in attempting to indicate the types of industry or the types of situation in which mergers will be desirable. For example, in an article by Mr. A. A.
Hadden* it is stated that in 79 per cent of 85o companies questioned, price cutting is listed as a major problem of the industry.
Ten industries are listed in the order of the intensity of this
factor as follows:
Chemicals.
5. Printing.
Textiles.
6. Food products.
3. Lumber and wood products.
7. Paper.
Brass and bronze products.
8. Iron and steel products.
4. Stone, clay and glass prod9. Leather.
I o . Machinery.
ucts.
Since consolidation has in general an effect of price stabilization,
it might be expected that consolidations would be beneficial in these
industries in the order of their listing.
Another broad test that is worth thinking about is that advantages of mass production and mass merchandising best apply where
the element of personal supervision and personal service are least
necessary. Thus industries in which production may be highly
automatically mechanized, such as the automobile business, steel
production, soap production, oil refining, textile working and some
phases of food preparation are most susceptible to successful consolidation. Where merchandising is largely a matter of price, as
in the Kresge, Woolworth, Grant, etc., stores, large scale merchandising is feasible. Where service also must be considered
to some extent as in the A. & P., Penney, Kroger, etc., stores,
some provision usually must be made to secure it through local
management interest, the real merger advantage lying in large scale
purchasing. In large department stores handling quality merchandise, in specialty shops, etc., where personal service and contact is predominant, large scale and widely spread operations are
rarely feasible and hence merger advantages are the minimum.
In seeking logical merger opportunities, the first thought is of
I.

2.

" Does Competition Fix Prices — Bulletin of the Society of Industrial Engineers —
January, 1930.
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an industry in which there is a large, continuous demand for the
product, where great mechanical equipmen t is ess ential, or where
an exact stand ardiza tion of proce dure is possib le und er all conditions. On t h e ot h e r h a n d , some i n du s tr i e s a lr e a dy ma y be con solidated to the point where further merging is difficult. Th e r e sult of a rat he r br oa d an al ys is , con si de ri ng mos t of the factors
involved, indicates that the best present merger possibilities lie
within the following industries:
i . Drugs, medicines, and cosmetics.
2. Office and business equipment.
3. Food pr oducts.
4. Automobile parts and accessories.
5- Chemicals.
6. Electrical equipment.
7. Machinery and equipment.
8. Railroads.
In many of these industries the necessities for consolidation
are found in consideration of the problems of merchandising which
are becoming especially critical as regards the drug and food lines.
It i s un like ly t hat the cha nge in s tatu s of th e st ock mark et will
create any great change in the status of mergers. It is true that
many pending mergers were temporarily or permanently abandon e d a s t h e r e s ul t of t he ma r k e t b r e a k of wh i ch Sears - Penney,
War d- Ha rt man , and Nati on al Ci ty -Corn E xch an ge ma y b e not ed
as typical. Bu t ma n y a r e on l y d e l a ye d a n d ma n y n e w comb i n a tions will be proposed. Ther e is jus t as much re ason and per haps
even more reas on for carryi ng out merger s in di fficul t times as in
prosp erou s times a nd th e ma in di ffer ence will lie in the financial
means adopted. In the past year or so it has been possible to
finance publicly and many acquisitions have been for cash. In t he
fu tu re t he re wi ll , of cou r se , be man y s ou nd s ecur it y offer in gs t o
cover economically worthy consolidations and many will be effected
also on an exchange of stock basis.
One fact which may tend to pr omote a l arge nu mbe r of s mal ler
acquisitions in the current year is the exceedingly strong liquid
capital pos it ion of man y of the l arger bu si nes se s, re sul ti ng fr om
the siza ble ear nings of the p ast few years a nd in many cas es from
the correction of capital structure made possible by the easy financing conditions of the recent bull market. Ma ny corporations
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appear even to be overfinanced and may acquire smaller businesses
just as a means of securing adequate return on available capital
and of diversification of product. The stock market deflation has
largely increased the possibility of such small acquisitions on a
favorable basis.
While many industrial situations have been improved as the
result of mergers already accomplished, it would seem that many
of the corrections have been palliative rather than permanent or
basic. The great problems of distribution barely have been recognized. It would seem that the ultimate logical trend is that toward
a distribution of product directly from producer to consumer and
various moves have been made, perhaps unconsciously, toward this
end. For example, Drug, Inc., has io,000 Rexall stores, 524 Liggett stores and 8 0 0 Booth stores and is constantly adding to these
distribution outlets; but it also controls factories producing rubber
goods, candy, food products, stationery, and a long line of medicinals. ' It has factories in a dozen cities and retail stores which
reach 25 per cent of the population of the United States. The
Walgreen chain is continuously adding to its retail drug stores and
just as continuously acquiring its own producing sources. Montgomery Ward and Sears - Roebuck have for a long time been controlling much of their own production and are intensively cultivating direct retail store distribution. Many of the chain food
stores are seeking control over production which will carry their
own brand names.
These moves are most noticeable in the attempt of retail outlets
to acquire control over production. At the same time the pressure
applied to various manufacturers by the growing strength of the
distributing chains is pointing to a necessity for protection of these
producing interests. This may be shown particularly in considering the food chains since their development is greatest. A given
producer at present may find that as much as 25 per cent of his
output is being taken by the chains at prices which barely absorb
overhead. Pressure to secure a price increase is probably ineffective and may even result in loss of an account. The producers
look forward to two possibilities— either that the percentage of
sales to chain stores will increase to a point where absolute dictation of destructively low prices is possible, or that the chains will
develop or acquire their own sources of production. The situation
1234
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will

of the producers who are dependent upon sales to chains is none
too bright.
The apparent present method of combating this situation lies
in consolidation of producing units for the purpose of regaining
dominance over the distributing units. If a chain wishes to discontinue handling a given brand of canned vegetables, for example,
it can find half a dozen other nationally advertised brands which
in general will be equally acceptable to the consuming public, or it
may introduce its own brand, trusting that this exception will
not attract any particular attention and
be carried along by
the chain store prestige. But if the producer of a given brand of
canned vegetables also controls a brand of canned fruits, of condensed milk, of pickles and condiments, of cheese, of cocoa, etc.,
then enough pressure can be applied to prevent the store dropping
the brand of canned vegetables.
Whether this is only a theory is hard to say, but when Standard
Brands are considered, producing yeast, baking powder, coffee, etc.,
or General Foods, ,with a line of Postum, cereals, coffee, tea, cocoa,
cocoanut, syrups, gelatine, tapioca, mayonnaise, cake flour, condiments, etc., it would appear that the principle is at work. These
consolidation moves are tentative as yet and there is room for
several tremendously large food product mergers. Along with
the true food products may be considered those lines which have
in part the same food store outlet -such as soaps, toilet papers,
matches, ginger ale and other soft drinks. The list of companies
which may in the near future be considered for food group consolidations is long and most of the companies are nationally known.
The possibility of such huge food group mergers is perhaps only
a sort of defensive or intermediate step in line with the ultimate
direct -to- consumer trend. Size and dominance of the producing
units opposed to size and dominance of distribution chains would
lead to a deadlock with retrogressive economic tendencies. Adminsion of the real trend, on the other hand, would lead to full consideration of the thought of consolidating huge producer with
huge distrbutor. It is not too far - fetched even now to visualize
the thought of consolidation between say, Kroger and General
Foods, yet both groups are small in size now as compared to what
they will attain ten years from now.
The situation as regards food products perhaps has been empha1235
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sized as though it were the only line in which such trends exist,
but this emphasis is given only because there the trends are already
being translated into action and conditions are more nearly ripe
for the ultimate move.
It is evident that the trends in consolidation will carry far beyond the present stage and that the moves which may be made
will write new pages in the records of business, economic and perhaps political theory and history. Some of the possible changes
are almost staggering in their immensity and one wonders if human
ability is capable of understanding and directing the forces which
must be created, used, modified and experimented with. The
encouraging thought is that what man has done, man can do, and
that all past progress has been built upon previous progress. Certainly, the coming three decades promise to be as interesting a
period of business achievement as have the past three in breeding
and nurturing our new race of industrial giants.
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